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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2016071320A1] The invention relates to a medical snare instrument comprising a snare basket (1) which is designed to be relatively
moveable in the axial direction with respect to an instrument tube between an unfolded state, in which said basket is moved distally forward out of
the instrument tube, and a folded state, in which said basket is moved proximally back into the instrument tube, and comprising a control tube which
can be accommodated in the instrument tube by relative movement in the axial direction with respect to the same, which control tube is coupled in a
distal end region to a proximal end region of the snare basket. According to the invention, the snare basket has a distal enclosing section (A1) which
is more close-meshed than a proximal connecting section (B1), and/or said snare basket has a proximal expanding section which is more close-
meshed than a distal connecting section, and/or said snare basket is constructed from wire segments which are substantially rectangular in cross
section and which extend at least in one basket subregion in the case of the unfolded snare basket with the non-tangential broad side of the wire.
The use is, for example, in endsoscopic technology.
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